
PEOPLE'S TELEVISION 

People's Television Network, Inc 
Broadcast Complex, Visayas Avenue, Diliman, Quezon City 1100 

Telephone No. 455-1326/455.4386/www.ptv.ph  

BID BULLETIN NO. 2 
31 July2019 

Supply, Delivery, Installation, Integration, Training, Testing and Commissioning of Two (2) 

Portable Sets of Digital Microwave Transmitter Units and Accessories and Two (2) Portable 
Sets of Digital Microwave Receiver Units and Accessories for the Live Broadcast Link of the 

Mindanao Media Hub of the People's Television Network, Inc. (PTNI) 

ITB No, 2019-0007 

This Bid Bulletin is being issued to revise/clarify certain portions of the Bid Documents, 

address a number of concerns and questions raised by the bidders to the Bids and Awards 

Committee for the Mindanao Media Hub during the Pre-Bid Conference held on 18 July 

2019, 2:00 PM and reply to their queries in letters addressed to the BAC Secretariat. This 

document shall form an integral part of the Bidding Documents for the above-cited project. 

All other information in the Bidding Documents inconsistent with the above are hereby 

revised accordingly. All other provisions which are not affected shall remain in effect. 

BIDDER'S_INQUIRIES/CLARIFICATION PTNI RESPONSE 

1. BDS ITB Clause 5.4 The Bidder must have Yes 

completed, within the period specified in the 

Invitation to Bid and ITB Clause 12.1 (a)(ii), a 

single contract that is similar to this project, 

equivalent to at least fifty percent (50%) of 

the ABC. 

Would you allow us to use the entire "Digital 

Satellite News Gathering Project" as this 

project includes the Digital Microwave 

Transmitter and Accessories, Up-link or C- 

Band Away Antenna System with Complete 

Accessories? 

2. The two portable will be installed as fix? Yes, but with the provision of portability. 

3. How about the accessories are it also Yes, the accessories must be included 

require?  

4. This will be fixed external installation, do you Yes. Though it is not specifically stated, 

require to the housing, protection and these are essential to secure and protect 

radome? from undesirable factors like lightning, 

weather exposures, etc. 



5. The one (1) receiver will install in PTV Davao? Yes, one (1) in Matina and one (1) in the 

Mindanao Media hub; It will be a two- 

way transmission microwave. 

6. Your received signal will from the existing No. The Microwave Central Receiver (to 
microwave system in central receiver so it will be installed in Matina PTV Davao tower 

be the same 7 GHz? The central receiver is 7 on July 2019) will cater to the signals 
GHz and the portable microwave is also 7 from the ENG (TX) operations, and it will 
GHz, did you check if it has any conflict with be independent from this STL radios. 
regard 	the _to_ 	_frequency?  

7. With regards in the interference, example we The supplier should configure the 

have frequency assignment so if ever the frequency plan to avoid interfering 
interference exist who will be the one to frequencies. 
shouldered _that _problem?  

8. Do you have existing receiver in Matina PTV Yes. The microwave Central Receiver (to 

Davao? be installed in Matina PTV Davao tower 
on July 2019) will cater to the signals 

from the ENG (TX) operations. 

9. Can we get the model of the receiver? Yes. Central Receiver, Vislink STA- 

_________________________________________ 064R10K, STA-RCUWK, STA-RX-HD 7GHz 

10. It will have provision, however in the The supplier must submit a factory test 

manufacturing testing will not set or put result from the manufacturer. 
interference, it will test as is the equipment, 
unless it will be test in the existing receiver  

11. When do we know if the channel plan is Please see "Annex A" 

ready?  

12. Can we use Uplink Fly away for Single Yes 

Contract?  

13. Can we give different modulation aside from COFDM/OFDM 

the specify modulation in the specification?  

14. Do you know the estimated distance between More or less 10km. 

the MMH and the PTV Davao?  

15. The mounting in MMH how it will be? To make it more firm and strong, the 
supplier 	is required to provide a 
customized galvanized pedestal, with at 

least schedule 40; however, the required 
tripod must still be supplied. 

16. Do you approve to fabricate the pedestal if PTV will submit a design thru the bid 
you don't want to use the tripod? bulletin upon site visit. 

17. The site inspection is it required? Yes - 

18. The given date schedule for site inspection is There will be an attendance during site 

the same date stated in the certification? visit. The certification will be released by 

the BAC office. 

19. In the grounding what would you prefer the We prefer the RF strip. 

RF strip or the ordinary ground wire?  

20. Since there is an existing Microwave system The supplier should configure the 

onsite that might cause interference to this frequency plan to avoid interfering 

new Portable Microwave requirement, who is frequencies. 



accountable to solve the issue of interference 

when it happen? As per advice during the site inspection, 
the bidder is responsible for the proper 

installation (positioning and orientation) 

of the equipment and eliminate any 

possibilities of signal interference. 

The procuring entity will not accept the 

product if any form of interference 
occurs during the final testing and 

commissioning of the project. 

21. Will the interference coming from the The procuring entity will not accept the 
existing microwave will cause delay on the product if any form of interference 
Acceptance of the System and on the occurs during the final testing and 
Payments as well? commissioning of the project. 

22. To save on equipment cost, do you intend to The bidder must adhere to the specified 
you use duplex functionality or is duplex one specifications and technical 
of the future requirement? requirements as stated in the bidding 

documents. 

23. CLAUSE: The bidder is required to provide a No. The bidders shall recommend or 
comprehensive after sales support program provide Extended Warranty Plan or 
(i.e. extended warranty program/EWP). The comprehensive maintenance and 
said Program shall include the supply of parts support financial plan after the standard 
and maintenance of equipment (preventive two-year warranty. 
and corrective) for a duration of five (5) years 
from the time the equipment was purchased. It must be included in the Technical 

Component envelope. 
Given the 3 years warranty requirement, is 
this an additional 2 years MA/SLA 
requirement? _Kindly _clarify.  

24. Who will shoulder the GI pipe from roof deck The GI pipe is not included in this 
to TOC/MCR Area? project. 

25. On p.68, 2ND  item of the general description, The microwave system should be either 
did you mean that our system should be DVB or ISDB-I Compliant. 
interoperable with DVB compatible devices? 
Or the DVB compliant device is the one 

compatible to the microwave system 
equipment?  

26. On p.78, Item no. 4 of the Technical Since the supplier is now required to 
Specifications table, or the Parabolic Disc. provide customized galvanized pedestal 
Antenna Row, the Wind Velocity Survival and brackets for the purpose of making 
rating is usually for satellite antennas, while the installation firm and stable from 
microwave's rating is usually a lot lesser and wind survival, PTNI will determine and 
dependent on the installation of the qualify the most suitable design for this 
microwave, purpose. 

It is now allowed to provide the 



standard wind survival for the specific 
microwave parabola design. However it 

should adhere to the customization 
requirement above. 

PTV will submit a design thru the bid 
bulletin upon site visit. 

27. As per our principal, after reviewing your We will allow up to 210 calendar days 
TOR, it will take Eight (8) months to deliver after receipt of Notice to Proceed. 
your requirement; may we request to extend 
your schedule of requirement for the 
deliverables _and _installation?  

28. Can we supply TX with separate encoder (no Please adhere to the Technical 
built-in encoder)? Specifications and Technical 

Requirements of the Bidding Documents 

29. Can we supply RX with separate decoder (no Please adhere to the Technical 
built-in decoder) Specifications and Technical 

I Requirements of the Bidding Documents 

30. Additional instructions during the ocular site inspection: 

• 	From the pull box, use mesh type/ ladder type cable trays 

• 	All cable trays that will be exposed to sun and rain must use hot-dipped galvanized 
iron tubes up to the equipment. 

Bidding Documents inconsistent with the above are hereby revised accordingly. All other 

provisions which are not affected shall remain in effect. 

We wish to reiterate that the deadline for the submission of bids and the opening thereto is 

on 8 August 2019, 2:00 PM at Bids and Awards Committee (BAC) Secretariat/Project 

Management Office (PMO), 3rd Floor, PTNI Broadcast Complex, Visayas Avenue, Diliman, 

Quezon City. Late bids will not be accepted. 

For further guidance and information of all concerned. 

Thank you. 

iaerson, 
 ANELA C. GATAN 

 Bids and Awards Committee 



ANNEX "A" 



Table; A-5: 7 GHz (Lower) Channel Plan 

Channel I 	(-) Offset (MHz) (0) Center (MHz) (+) Offset (MHz) 	(-+) Offset (Mr 

1 6881.250 6887.500 6893.750 
2 6906.250 6912.500 6916750 

3 6913.250 6937.500 6  943.750 

4 6956.250 6962.500 6968.750 

5 	I 6981.250 6987.500 6993.750 

6 	J 7006.250 7012.500 1 	7018.750  

7031.250 

8 	I 7056.250 

9 7081.250 7087.500 7093.750   

10 7106.750 7112.500 7118.750 

11 

12 	j 

6421.250 

6456.250 	I 6437.500 

6462.500 

6443.750 

6468.750 

13 	1 6481.250 	1 6487.500 1 	6493.750 

11 6506.250 	I 6512.500 6518.750 

able A-6: 7 GHz (Upper) Channel Plan 

Channel J 	(-) Offset (MHz) (0) Center (MHz) (4) Offset (Wiz)\# 

1 / 	6900.000 6914.285 6928.570 

2 j 	6942.855 6957.140 6971.425 

3 	/ 6985.710 6999.995 7014.280 

4 	/ 7028.565 7042.850 7057.135 

5 	/ 7071.420 7085.705 7099.990 

6 	/ 7114.275 7128.560 7142.845 

7 	/ 7157.130 7171.415 7185.700 

/ 7199.985 7214270 7228.555 

/ 7242.840 7257.125 7271.410 

/ 7285.695 7299.980 7314.265 

7328.550 7342.835 7357.120 

/ 7371.405 7385.690 7399.975 

/ 7414.260 	. 7428.545 7442.830 

7457.115 7471.400 74BJ 


